Assembly directions for the North Star 10,000 light box.
IMPORTANT: Make sure that the light box is unplugged
before assembling
1) Remove the two screws from end of unit and white
metal end strip.
2) Slide the plastic
diffuser cover out
and off.
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Bulb installation directions – read before installing

3) Grasp the bulb with the thumb and middle fingers of
your left hand.
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4) Align the 4-pins & the notch cut out in the light bulb
base, with the matching protrusion in the bulb
holder.
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Notch cut out

Pins
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Instructions continued on back.

Assembly directions for the North Star 10,000 light box.

continued

5) With your right hand raise the other end of the bulb
to about a foot above the reflector to help in this
alignment.
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6) With your left
hand fingers pull
the bulb back
and upward into
the bulb holder,
(the base will
flex).

12 in.
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7) Let the bulb pivot
in the fingers of
your left hand as
bulb lowers into
its plastic bulb
holder on the reflector.

IMPORTANT: MAKE SURE THE BULB IS LOCKED INTO PLACE IN THE BULB HOLDER.
8a) Install top half of the clear plastic bulb holder (these
are taped to the light bulb shipping cartons) by
pushing it over the light bulb and into the clear
plastic bottom half. Connect one leg of top clip
(farthest away from you) onto lower clip first.

8a

8b) Place index finger under bottom clip for support
and with thumb gently squeeze top clip down onto
and over side tab of lower clip until it snaps into
place and locks onto lower clip.
9) Slide the diffuser cover back in place, rough side out.
Replace the white metal end strip over diffuser cover
and reinstall the screws.

8b

11) Turn unit on by depressing red button on top of
unit.
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10) Plug unit into a 120-volt outlet.
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